SolarSuccess™ The leading cloud-based business management suite, and only end-to-end software solution designed to meet the specific operational needs of Solar Installers

Focus on growing your business, not trying to reconcile conflicting data from incompatible software applications

SolarSuccess™ for Solar Installers

- Customized Dashboards provide real-time, at-a-glance overview of company operations with solar specific project workflows, task queues, pipelines, KPIs, alerts
- Powerful drag and drop Document manager for file uploads, with revision and status control, that automatically trigger AR and AP transactions on Milestone Completion
- Fast and easy Project Management setup, with progress and sub-contractor monitoring using visual timelines, and multiple, built-for-solar financial project templates
- 3rd Party integrations enhance operational efficiency; add-on options include dialers, lead generation, distributor integration, weather forecasting, field service automation, training tools, and customizable help content

Solar Expertise You Can Trust
Visit us at SPI Booth # 3951
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